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     The prediction of spectral phonon relaxation time, mean-free-path, and thermal 
conductivity can provide significant insights into the thermal conductivity of bulk and 
nanomaterials, which are important for thermal management and thermoelectric 
applications. We perform frequency-domain normal mode analysis (NMA) on pure bulk 
argon and pure bulk germanium. Spectral phonon properties, including the phonon 
dispersion, relaxation time, mean free path, and thermal conductivity of argon and 
germanium at different temperatures have been calculated. We find the dependence of 
phonon relaxation time   on frequency   and temperature   vary from        to        
and        to        for argon, and from        to        and        to        for 
germanium. The predicted thermal conductivities are in reasonable agreement with those 
obtained from the Green-Kubo method. 
     We show, using both analytical derivations and numerical simulations, that the 
eigenvectors are necessary in time-domain NMA but unnecessary in frequency-domain 
NMA. The function of eigenvectors in frequency-domain NMA is to distinguish each 






the phonon eigenvector can shift from harmonic lattice profile at finite temperature, due 
to thermal expansion and anharmonicity of interatomic potential. The anharmonicity of 
phonon eigenvector, different with that of frequency, only exists in the materials which 
contain at least two types of atoms and two different interatomic forces. Introducing 
anharmonic eigenvectors makes it easier to distinguish phonon branches in frequency-
domain NMA although does not influence the results. For time-domain NMA, 
anharmonic eigenvectors make the results more accurate than harmonic eigenvectors.  
     In addition, the phonon spectral relaxation time of defective silicon is calculated from 
frequency-domain NMA based on molecular dynamics. We show that the thermal 
conductivity   predicted from this approach is in excellent agreement with the Green-
Kubo method. We find that the Matthiessen’s rule that combines the intrinsic phonon 
scattering and defect scattering to yield total phonon scattering rate is not accurate in 
defective silicon. The defect scattering rate itself is small but causes large increase in the 
total scattering rate, due to the strong interplay between these phonon-phonon and 
phonon-impurity scatterings. This finding successfully explains why a small 
concentration of defects causes large reduction in  . The Mattheissen’s rule is found to 
over-predict   of Ge-doped and mass-doped silicon bulks by a factor of 2~3, and C-
doped and vacancy-doped silicon bulks by a factor of 3~8 at 300 K. Furthermore, the 
phonon scattering caused by the changing the interatomic bonds, often ignored, is found 
to be not negligible. Our results provide new physical insight into thermal transport in 
defective materials as well as other perturbed systems, and offer important guidance in 






CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION  
 
     Thermal conductivity   of a material describes its capability of conducting heat. Both 
atomic vibration and electrons’ movement help to transport energy and thus contribute to 
 . In most semiconductors and insulators,   is dominated by atomic vibration while the 
contribution from electrons is negligible relatively because the amount of free electrons is 
few. The vibrations of lattice atoms, in quantum physics, are viewed as phonons that have 
their own amounts, energies, propagating velocities, and lifetimes. Those properties 
together determine the lattice thermal conductivity. The fast development of 
thermoelectrics and thermal management makes it increasingly important to accurately 
predict spectral phonon properties and lattice thermal conductivity of a device. This is 
because that, the devices are mostly made by semiconductors and topological insulators 
whose thermal conductivities are dominated by phonons. 
 
1.1 Thermal Conductivity: Thermoelectrics and Thermal Management 
 
      In recent years, thermoelectric devices gains increasing wide and promising 
applications in the world. Thermoelectric device creates voltage when a different 





when a voltage is applied on the two sides. Those two functions are used as electric 
generator and refrigerator (or temperature controller), respectively. The performance of a 
thermoelectric device is often evaluated by its figure of merit                , 
where  ,  ,  ,   , and    represent Seebeck coefficient, electrical conductivity, 
temperature, electronic thermal conductivity, and lattice thermal conductivity, 
respectively. The product     is hard to increase because the Seebeck coefficient and 
electrical conductivity are coupled with each other by Fermi level, and increasing one 
will usually decrease the other automatically. In this sense, one can find a maximum 
value of the power factor by adjusting the position of Fermi level. However, for most 
materials even the maximum value of     is still low and not enough to reach a high   . 
It turns out that the most efficient way is to decrease the thermal conductivity while not 
affecting the electrical properties much. Most thermoelectric materials are semiconductor 
and insulators whose thermal conductivity is dominated by lattice. Thus, a vital 
importance is drawn on studying lattice conductivity and phonon properties. 
 
1.2 Methods of Thermal Conductivity Prediction 
 
1.2.1 Non-Equilibrium Molecular Dynamics 









can be applied directly onto the atomic scale, where    is the heat flux along   direction. 





flux and measure temperature gradient to obtain the thermal conductivity. A constant heat 
flux    is injected into one side and extracted from the other side continuously. When the 
system reach steady state, the temperature profile of the device is then plotted, and the 
gradient       is obtained. Finally the thermal conductivity is calculated from the 
Fourier’s Law.  
 
1.2.2 Equilibrium Molecular Dynamics: Green-Kubo Method 
     Green and Kubo notice that the thermal conductivity can be expressed as how strongly 
the equilibrium heat current   at a later time is related to itself at an earlier time. The 
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In MD, the time dependent heat current vector is extracted from the time dependent 
position and energy of each atom: 





   S r r  , (1.3) 
where   ,      and      are the position, kinetic and potential energy of atom  . 
 
1.2.3 Landauer Approach 
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becomes popular nowadays in calculating thermal conductivity due to its successful 
explanation of quantum conductance. In Eq.(1.4)   is some constant,   is phonon 
frequency,     is the number of modes,      is transmission function. Actually, 
Landauer approach applies to both ballistic and diffusive regions. For ballistic transport 
      , while for diffusive transport             , where   is phonon mean 
free path,   is the length of the device. 
 
1.2.4 Phonon Relaxation Time Model 
     Another traditional approach to evaluate   is given by measuring the phonon specific 




k cv   . (1.5) 
Based on BTE under relaxation time approximation (RTA), the spectral form of Eq. (1.5) 
expressed by the spectral phonon relaxation time  , phonon group velocity       , 









   , (1.6) 
where   denotes the transport direction,   is the shorthand of phonon mode       with   
representing the phonon wave vector and   labeling phonon dispersion branch,   is the 
volume of the domain, and the summation is done over the resolvable phonon modes 





















where         ,   












 . (1.8) 
     The continuous form of Eq. (1.6) is, with the help of    
 
     










  k  . (1.9) 
     If isotropic heat transport is assumed, the integration of |    |
 
 in Eq. (1.9) gives   
   , 











   . (1.10) 
     The key to evaluate Eqs. (1.9) and (1.10) is the prediction of the spectral phonon 
relaxation time. Many methods have been proposed and applied to predict spectral 
phonon relaxation time in the last half century. In one of the earliest wokrs, Klemens and 
other researchers obtained the frequency dependent phonon relaxation time mostly by 
long-wave approximation (LWA) and Debye model, e.g., Klemens gave the phonon 
relaxation times by umklapp (U) three-phonon scattering
1, 2
 and defect scattering
3
, 
Herring studied normal (N) three-phonon scattering
4
, Holland extended the results to 
dispersive transverse mode range
5
, and Casimir studied boundary scattering
6
. A more 
accurate method, third order anharmonic lattice dynamics (ALD) calculation which can 
predict the intrinsic spectral phonon relaxation times without LWA, was presented by 
Maradudin and the coworkers
7, 8
. ALD methods was then applied to silicon and 
germanium by ab initio approach first by Debernardi et al.
9







the standard ALD calculation, Omini and Sparavigna
11, 12
 proposed an iterative scheme 
which gives exact solutions to the linearize Boltzmann Transport Equation (BTE). The 
iterative scheme has been successfully applied to many structures in recent years by 
Broido, Lindsay, Ward, etc 
13-30
. Other than the lattice dynamics calculation, a time 
domain normal mode analysis (NMA) method based molecular dynamics (MD) 
simulation was proposed by Ladd et al.
31
 and extended by McGaughey and Kaviany
32
. 
Another version of normal mode analysis is implemented in frequency domain, so called 
spectral energy density (SED) analysis. The SED analysis was early implemented by 
Wang et al.
33-35




1.3 Analytical Models of Frequency Dependent Phonon Relaxation Time 
 
     The early theoretical predictions of phonon relaxation times for different scattering 
processes are briefly summarized in Table 1.1. The intrinsic three-phonon scattering rates 
are derived mostly in LWA or linear dispersion approximation.   is temperature; 
subscripts  ,  ,  , and   indicate the umklapp scattering, normal scattering,transverse 
wave and longitudinal wave, respectively;  ,  ’s, and  ’s are constants;   is Debye 
temperature;   is numerical constant in Ref.2. Low   means    , high   means    . 
   is the transverse mode frequency at which the group velocity starts to decrease, and 


















     To completely understand the thermal transport in solids and accurately predict the 





Although analytical models for the frequency dependent phonon relaxation time under 
several approximations are given, to obtain accurate results a numerical calculation or 
simulation is required. In the following sections we give a review of the numerical 
methods for calculating spectral phonon relaxation times. 
 










     In perturbation theory, the phonon BTE
2, 41, 42
 describes the balance of phonon 











v  , (1.11) 
where 
 0 'n n n      (1.12) 
is the total phonon population with   
  representing the perturbation to the equilibrium 
phonon distribution   











 , (1.13) 
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 
v  . (1.14) 
  The RTA assumes that the response of the system to the perturbation of single phonon 
mode decays exponentially with time: 
 ' exp( / )n t   , (1.15) 













 . (1.16) 
From this equation, if   
  is written as the form 
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  v  . (1.18) 
Generally the value of    is considered as the average time between collisions of the 
phonon mode   with other modes, whereby         where    denotes the scatting rate. 
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 , (1.19) 
where the summation is done over all the phonon modes   and     that obey the energy 
conservation             and quasi-momentum conservation    
        with 
    for N processes and     for U processes, where   is a reciprocal-lattice vector. 
   is the probability of    
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        k r k r  , (1.21) 
where  ’s and  ’s are the indexes of basis atoms and unit cells respectively,  ,   and   
represent coordinate directions,   is the mass of basis atom b, considering some doping 
material ̅  is the average mass in the  th basis sites,    
  is the   component of the  th 
part of the mode         ’s eigenvector, Φ is the third order interatomic force constant 






of    and    for the ‘−’ process. In Eq. (1.21), the factor           is often omitted since 
it is a constant in the summation and thus contributes nothing to |  
   |
 
. 
   To obtain the relaxation time    in Eq. (1.16) from 3-PBTE Eq. (1.19), we need 
mathematical preparations. From Eq. (1.8), we have  
 0 0 0 0 0 0
' " ' "( 1)( 1) ( 1)n n n n n n          , (1.22) 
for             process, and  
 0 0 0 0 0 0
' " ' "( 1) ( 1)( 1)n n n n n n          , (1.23) 
for             process. 
 
1.4.1 Standard Single Mode Relaxation Time Approximation  
     Standard SMRTA assumes the system is in its complete thermal equilibrium except 

















 . (1.24) 
Substitute the Eqs (1.24) and (1.17) into Eq. (1.19) with the help of Eq. (1.22) we get  
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From Eq.(1.25) and Eq. (1.26) we reach the relation 
   
 
  
   
  and compare with Eq.(1.16) 
we obtain the inverse of phonon relaxation time    
 0 ext' " ' " '
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where the first two terms on the right hand side are intrinsic three-phonon scattering rates 
(            processes) 
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 the last term     
    represents the extrinsic scattering such as boundary scattering, impurity 
scattering, etc. From the Eqs. (1.25) and (1.26), we can also obtain the the expression of 
   as Eq. (1.18). 
 
1.4.2 Iterative Scheme: Exact Solution to Linearized BTE 
     Instead of standard SMRTA, Omini et al.suggest that to get the exact solution of 
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where    
  and     
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  v  . (1.33) 
Substitute the Eqs (1.17), (1.29), (1.30) and (1.32) into the 3-PBTE equation (1.19), 
abandoning the higher order terms      ,        and        ,we obtain (with the help 
of Eq. (1.22)) 
 0 0 0
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and  
 0 0 0
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Substitute Eqs. (1.18), (1.31), and (1.33) into Eqs. (1.34)and (1.35) we obtain the results: 
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where                      ,    is phonon group velocity component along the 
transport direction. 
   Equation (1.36) is solved iteratively because both the left and the right hand sides 
contain the unknown variable   , and thus the method is called Iterative Scheme. This 
scheme is also based on RTA, thus the Eqs. (1.15) and (1.16) are still valid (one can 
reach this by substituting Eqs. (1.17), (1.18) , (1.30), (1.31), (1.32), and (1.33) into Eq. 







1.4.3 Impurity Scattering 
     From second-order perturbation theory 
2, 42, 43
, the phonon scattering rate by the 
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where    ∑            ̅   
 
  characterizes the magnitude of mass disorder,   
indicates isotope types,     is the fraction of isotope   in lattice sites of basis atom  ,   is 
the mass of defect  ,   is the average atom mass at basis b sites. Eq. (1.38) is valid 
under certain conditions: the concentration is small and the substitutional atoms are 
randomly distributed
44
. In long wavelength approximation (LWA) the scattering rate
2, 41, 
44
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where    is the volume of a unit cell,    is the concentration of the defects,    and    are 
the group and phase velocities of phonon, respectively. 
 
1.5 Molecular Dynamics Simulation: Spectral Phonon Properties 
 
1.5.1 Time-Domain Normal Mode Analysis 
     The time domain normal mode analysis based on MD simulation was first proposed 
by Ladd et al.
31
 and then modified by McGaughey and Kaviany
32
. From Eq. (1.15), a 





















 . (1.40) 
According to the analysis by Ladd et al.
31
, the fluctuation   
  in Eq. (1.40) can be replaced 
by the total phonon occupation number   , which does not influence the 
calculation of thermal conductivity when consider the ensemble-average heat current is 
zero. From lattice dynamics
2, 46
, the occupation number    is proportional to the energy 
of single phonon mode   described by the normal mode amplitude: 
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where α indicates       directions,   
       is   component of the displacement of the  th 
atom in  th unit cell from its equilibrium position,   
  is the equilibrium position of unit 
cell  , the star denotes complex conjugate,   
       denotes the contribution of the  th 
basis atom in   direction to the total normal mode with 
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In Eq.(1.44), the time history atomic position displacement      is extracted from MD 
simulation, and the eigenvector   is obtained from LD calculation. 
 
1.5.2 Frequency Domain Normal Mode Analysis 
     The frequency domain normal mode analysis is demonstrated by a simplified version, 
for detailed derivation see Ref 
36, 47
. Starting from  
 ,0( ) exp ( )
Aq t q i i t         , (1.45) 
where      is the vibration amplitude, a constant for a given mode  ,  
        is 

















 , (1.46) 
where    (  
      
 )    
  is a constant for a given mode  . Physically       is the 
kinetic energy of single phonon mode   in frequency domain, in contrast to Eq. (1.41)
which is the energy in time domain. Eq. (1.46) is actually a Lorentzian function with peak 
position   
  and full width at half maximum    . By fitting this SED function as 
Lorentzian form, the relaxation time          can be obtained. 
      In some works, the total SED function for a give wave vector         ∑        is 
evaluated instead of that of each mode. In this sense, the frequency domain method 
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     We give a review of the theoretical approaches for predicting spectral phonon mean 
free path and thermal conductivity of solids. The three methods, anharmonic lattice 
dynamics based on Standard SMRTA, iterative anharmonic lattice dynamics, and normal 
mode analysis, can all predict thermal conductivity by calculating the velocities, 
relaxation times and specific heats of all phonon modes. All the three methods are based 
on phonon Boltzmann Transport Equation and relaxtion time appproximation.To obtain 
the spectral phonon relaxation time, the first two methods calculate three phonon 
scattering rates from anharmonic interatomic force constants, while the last method 
calculate the linewidth of spectral energy in frequency domain or the decay rate of 
spectral energy in time domain from molecular dynamics. Since the first two methods 
ignore the 4th and higher order phonon scattering processes, they are only valid at low 
temperature. The first two methods differ with each other at solving the phonon BTE: the 
first method assumes single mode RTA while the second one solves the linearized BTE 
iteratively instead. As a result, the first method treats N scattering and U scattering as two 
independent processes that provide thermal resistance individually. However it is well 
known that the N scattering does not provide but only contribute to thermal resistance by 






the phonon scattering processes step by step and evaluate the U scattering rates in the end. 
Compared to Green-Kubo MD and None-Equilibrium MD, these three methods give 
deeper insight to the thermal conductivity: the spectral phonon velocity, relaxation time, 
and mean free path, and the contribution of each phonon mode to thermal conductivity, 
which can guide the nano-design. 
     For accuracy and capability, the ab initio ALD calculations are better than GK-MD 
and NEMD since calculating ab initio 3rd order IFCs is much easier than implementing 
ab initio MD. The limitations of the normal mode analysis: (1) cannot distinguish U and 
N processes, (2) it is classical nature so cannot accurately capture the quantum 
distribution function (Bose-Einstein distribution) for high Debye-temperature materials at 
relatively low temperatures (such as graphene and carbon nanotube at room temperature). 
The disadvantage of these three methods is the much computational cost. Compared to 
analytical models, these methods do not rely on adjustable fitting parameters and thus 
give more reliable and accurate predictions. 
     These numerical methods have been applied to numerous materials and structures, and 
revealed lots of physical nature that has never been reached before. The acoustic phonons 
are verified to have the      frequency dependence which agrees with earlier analytical 
models while the facts that the value of α varies from 0 to 4 at low frequency and that the 
frequency dependence becomes weak and abnormal at high frequency were not observed 
clearly before. The optical modes are found to carry very little heat but contribute much 
to the scattering of acoustic phonons thus are essential to thermal transport. In layer/tube-
structured materials, the restrict selection rule of phonon scattering due to reflection 






extremely high relaxation time and then high thermal conductivity. In short period 
superlattice, the large gaps between acoustic and optical phonon branches make the 
scattering rarely happened and thus lead to high thermal conductivity, even higher than 
its corresponding pure materials. These methods are also applied to defected and alloy 
materials using virtual crystal approach. Despite of these applications, further work is still 
needed to predict spectral phonon properties more accurately and efficiently, such as, 
considering the temperature dependent IFCs and higher order anharmonicities in ALD 









CHAPTER 2. SPECTRAL PHONON PROPERTIES OF BULK ARGON AND 
GERMANIUM 
2.1 Phonon Dispersion Relation 
 





, no systematic results such as the phonon relaxation times for 
each polarization in different directions at different temperatures have been reported. We 
choose Lennard-Jones(L-J) potential
53
                      with         
       and              to implement the MD simulation for bulk argon. The 
Stillinger-Weber (SW) potential with parameters reported in Ref.
54, 55
 are used for bulk 
germanium. The time step in MD simulation is set as 1 femtosecond which is enough to 
resolve all the phonon frequencies. We use the domain size of 8 × 8 × 8 for both argon 
and germanium. Four independent simulations are carried out to minimize the statistical 
fluctuation. One limitation of SED analysis is the resolution of   grid: due to the periodic 
boundary condition on each side,   must satisfy         ,                  for 
         domain, where    is the length vector of the MD domain in direction  . We 
do not consider the quantum effects since the temperatures considered here are all higher 
than tenth of the Debye temperatures of the two materials (85K for argon bulk
53








Figure 2.1: Phonon dispersion relation of bulk argon from 0K to 80K. 
 
    Figure 2.1 shows the phonon dispersion of argon bulk in three symmetry directions at 
temperature from 10 K to 80 K. As temperature increases, the thermal expansion causes 
the increase in lattice constant and the decrease in bonding force, and thus lowers the 
lattice vibration frequency. This is called anharmonic effects. From Figure 2.1(b) we find 
the phonon frequency decreases approximately linearly with increasing temperature. The 
lattice constant extracted from NPT(constant number of atoms, pressure and temperature) 
ensemble exhibits an approximately linear dependent on temperature, as shown in Figure 
2.1(c). In Figure 2.1(d), we find for different sampled   points in TA mode, the 







Figure 2.2: Phonon dispersion relation of bulk germanium from 0K to 800K. 
 
Figure 2.2 gives the dispersion relation of germanium bulk from 0K to 800K. Similarly 
with argon, phonon frequency of germanium decreases almost linearly with increasing 
temperature. But the decreasing rate is much slower because the interatomic force in 
germanium is much tighter so that the thermal expansion and anharmonicity are much 
less than those in argon. From Figure 2.2, we find the SW potential overestimates phonon 












    The phonon relaxation times of argon and germanium bulks in different temperatures 
and different symmetry directions are shown in the panels of Figure 2.3, Figure 2.4, and 
Figure 2.5. The transverse phonon modes in [100] and [111] directions are averaged from 
the two degenerate branches. Actually in the Lorentzian fitting process, the smaller the 
relaxation times are, the wider the Lorentzian peaks are, and the more accurate the peaks 
can be fitted. Some effective ways to make the data more accurate are to narrow the 
measured time interval (reduce the value timestep), extend the total simulation time, and 
enlarge the simulation domain, which however will dramatically increase the simulation 
time. 
 
Figure 2.3: Phonon relaxation time of bulk argon from 10K to 80K. 
 
Figure 2.3 and Figure 2.4 show that the acoustic phonon relaxation times decrease with 
increasing frequency in general. Klemens
1
 predicted the relation between them as 






2.5), the relation between   and   is not that clear (approximately cubic polynomial). For 
both acoustic and optical branches, phonon relaxation times decrease with increasing 
temperature, with the same relation of       in classical limit1.  
 
 
Figure 2.4: Acoustic phonon relaxation time of bulk germanium from 300K to 1000K. 
 
 






Compared with acoustic phonons, optical phonons have approximately only one order 
of magnitude smaller relaxation time due to the much higher scattering rate, which is 
because the energy and momentum conservation requirements are more likely to be 
satisfied for high frequency optical phonons and thus reduce their lifetimes
13
. Compared 
to phonon relaxation times of silicon bulk
57
, these of germanium is slightly larger, which 
can be found clearly in optical branches. 
 
Table 2.1: The relation           for bulk argon. 
 
Table 2.2: The relation           for bulk germanium. 
 
 
     By assuming           the fitting results of values of   and   are shown in 
Table 2.1 and Table 2.2 for argon and germanium, respectively. Without loss of 
generality, we only study the properties in [100] direction and the   values in the tables 
represents the wave vectors as k = 2π/a (ξ, 0, 0), where a is the lattice constant. The 






enough to do fitting. Such as, for the TA mode of argon at low temperatures, the relation 
of       cannot be fitted since the relaxation times do not monotonically decrease 
with increasing frequency; for the LA mode of germanium for small   values, the relation 
is not clear because the relaxation times are too large to be accurately measured. 
     In Table 2.1, the errors of   and   values are estimated to be within 13% and 6%, 
respectively. As frequency increases, the validity of the inequality          gets 
weaker, and as a result the β value will deviate from classical value of 1. The reason why 
some values of β for LA mode at low frequency are much larger than 1 may possibly be 
the involvement of more phonon scattering processes of fourth order and higher. 
     In Table 2.2, the   values of TA mode are close to 1 because of the low frequency. In 
contrast , the   value of optical phonons can reach to about 2. The   values vary from 0.5 
to 2.8 which is even larger than what Klemens
1
 predicted at high temperature. 
Frequency dependent phonon mean free paths   of argon and germanium bulks are 
shown in Figure 2.6 and Figure 2.7. The MFP’s of acoustic phonons drop monotonically 
as frequency increases. Due to large group velocity, the MFP’s of longitudinal modes are 
generally larger than those of transverse modes. The average effective MFPs  ̅ of argon 
bulk decreases from 13.61    to 1.33    when temperature increases from 10 K to 50 K. 
For germanium  ̅ decreases from 166    to 61    as temperature increases from 300K 








Figure 2.6: Phonon MFP of bulk argon at 20K, 50K, and 80K. 
 
 







2.3 Thermal Conductivity 
 
     Averaged over three symmetry directions, the thermal conductivity of argon and 
germanium bulks are shown in Figure 2.8 and Figure 2.9. Figure 2.8 shows the thermal 
conductivity obtained by four different ways: NMA in this work; time-domain NMA by 
Turney et al.
48
; Green-Kubo based on MD by Kaburaki et al.
58
; experiments by Krupskii 
and Manzhelii
59
. Compared to the results from the time-domain NMA method, our results 
are closer to that obtained by the classical G-K method in the high temperature range. 
Fitting our data to     
   gives         which is close to       obtained from 
experiment. Due to the inaccuracy of potential, all the results extracted from MD 
simulations are lower than the experiments by about 50%. For argon at 20K, we find the 
contribution from LA, TA1 and TA2 to total    are 44%, 30% and 26%, respectively. The 
large contribution of longitudinal mode comes from its large group velocity and wide 
frequency range. 
     For germanium bulk, just like argon, the MD simulation uniformly over predicts the 
results by a factor of about 4 (for silicon this factor is about 2). Goicochea
52
 also noticed 
this issue in the study of the properties of germanium at 1000 K. He tried other set of 
potential parameters which gave better results. Nevertheless, the temperature dependence 
is still reasonable: fitting our data (with the first set abandoned) gives               
which matches pretty well with experiments
60








Figure 2.8: Thermal conductivity of bulk argon from 10K to 80K. 
 
 








Figure 2.10: Thermal conductivity of bulk germanium from individual phonon branch. 
 
     Figure 2.10 gives the frequency dependent spectral and accumulated thermal 
conductivity for bulk germanium. The acoustic branches contribute over 91% to the 
thermal conductivity, with LA of 50%, TA1 of 23%, and TA2 of 18%. Although in the 
frequency range 5 THz 7 THz the density of states (DOS) is low, the frequency range 
and group velocity of phonons are large, so the contribution of LA is not as small as 
Hamilton and Parrott predicted (TA: 80-90%, LA<20%)
61
. In addition, the results 
calculated from the three different symmetry directions vary with each other within 10%, 









     We performed frequency domain normal mode analysis on bulk argon and germanium 
and obtained the spectral phonon frequency, relaxation time, MFP, and thermal 
conductivity. Normal mode analysis is shown to be a good approach on studying pure 
lattices with known interatomic potential. For the lattice with defects, such as isotope, 
vacancy, substational atom, the disorder needs to be further investigation. For the 
material whose interatomic interaction is unknown a more precise approach, for example, 







CHAPTER 3. ROLE AND NECESSITY OF HARMONIC AND ANHARMONIC 
PHONON EIGENVECTORS IN THE PHONON NORMAL MODE ANALYSIS 
3.1 Anharmonic Eigenvectors 
 
3.1.1 Anharmonic Eigenvectors in One-Dimensional Atomic Chain 
     It is well known that the anharmonicity of interatomic potential can lead to phonon 
frequency shift from harmonic profile. It inspired us to study whether this anharmonicity 
can cause the shift of the eigenvectors as well. From lattice dynamics theory, the 
eigenvector of a monoatomic chain, with mass m and force constant   as shown in Figure 
3.1(a), is a constant    , while the eigen frequency  √              depends 
on  and  . 
 
 
Figure 3.1: The sketches of (a) 1-basis atomic chain and (b) two-basis atomic chain. 
 
     For a diatomic chain, which contains two types of atoms   and   and two force 






optical, have two eigenfrequencies
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and two eigenvectors   and   , where           ,       ,          , and 
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The moduli of the two complex numbers    and    can be viewed as the weights of 
normal mode projections on the two basis atoms. From the above expression,      and 
     depend on the masses, force constants and wave vector   (or reduced wave vector 
        ). If     , Eq.(3.2) becomes             which does not depends on 
mass or force constants. In the other case, if        ,           is the function of 
only   and   but not  . In conclusion, for 1D atomic chain only when the system 
contains at least two types of atoms with at least one atom experiencing two or more 
different kinds of interatomic potentials from neighbors, is it possible that the 
eigenvectors depend on force constants. 
 
3.1.2 Anharmonic Eigenvectors in Three-Dimensional Case 
     To investigate if the conclusion is applicable for 3D systems, we conduct LD 
calculation and MD simulations for several bulk materials. These materials are divided 
into three categories: monoatomic materials (e.g. argon, diamond, silicon and 
germanium), polyatomic materials with each atom acted by only one type of interatomic 
potential (e.g.  −SiC), and the others (e.g. PbTe). We first calculate the phonon 






we implement MD simulation at finite temperature and calculate eigenvectors using 




Figure 3.2: Harmonic eigenvector and anharmonic eigenvector of PbTe bulk. 
 
     For the first category, the LD calculation and MD simulations show that the 
eigenvectors of these materials are constants, e.g. the eigenvector of argon bulk (one-
basis systems) is           with      ; the eigenvector of diamond, silicon and 
germanium bulks (two-basis systems) is                   with             √ . 
For the example in second category, only considering Si-C interaction in SiC bulk by 
setting cutoff distance for both Si-Si and C-C interactions as       in Tersoff potential, 
the results show that HEVs and AEVs are exactly the same no matter how high 






bulk which contains two types of atoms and three type of interactions (Pb-Pb, Pb-Te and 
Te-Te). For each basis atom, two types of interactions are connected just like    and    
in the 1D chain case. Expressing the eigenvectors of LA mode in [1,0,0] direction as 
                  , the moduli of HEVs and AEVs are plotted in Figure 3.2. The 
differences between HEVs and AEVs are observed. For precision, three independent 
simulations are conducted for each temperature, and only less than 1% deference between 
each simulation is found which indicates that the differences are stable but not caused by 
noises. From the figure, higher temperature does not necessarily make larger divergence -
- one can find that the AEVs of 300 K change even more than those of 800 K. For better 
comparison other temperatures (500K, 650K) are conducted and no simple temperature 
dependence is found. The reason is that the Γ dependence of AEVs is not monotonous 
and the temperature dependence of    and    is intricate as well, which makes it difficult 
to predict temperature dependence of the HEVs-AEVs difference. 
 
3.2 Necessity of Eigenvectors in Frequency Domain Normal Mode Analysis 
 
     It has been under debate whether the phonon eigenvectors are needed when 
performing phonon normal mode analysis. To find out the relation between   and    in 
Eq. (1.47) and Eq. (1.48), we write  ̇       in vector product format for convenience: 
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where superscript ‘†’ denotes complex conjugate and transpose,        and  ̇      are 
two column vectors defined below: 
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T
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where superscript ‘T ’ denotes transpose. 
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      We prove that the total SED function does not depend on eigenvectors due to the 
relation ∑                   . To prove this condition mathematically, we only need 
to prove that dynamic matrix   is Hermitian      or        
 , which is obvious since 
its eigenvalues (  ) are real numbers. To verify our conclusions, the SED functions   
and    of argon, silicon, germanium, PbTe are calculated and found to be equal to each 
other. Figure 3.3 gives an example of the results for PbTe bulk at 300K. 
 
3.3 Role of Anharmonic Eigenvectors in Phonon Normal Mode Analysis 
 
     Changing harmonic eigenvectors to anharmonic eigenvectors does not make 
 
 






difference to the total SED function   and   . This is a consequence of the fact from 
Sec.3.2 that   and    are equal to each other and do not rely on eigenvectors as long as 
the eigenvectors are orthonormal. Nevertheless, the individual SED function    depends 
on eigenvectors. As shown in Figure 3.3, the advantage of anharmonic eigenvectors is to 
separate each branch correctly while the harmonic eigenvectors mixing up the different 
branches. This advantage is more important in time domain normal mode analysis where 




     In conclusion, the anharmonicity of eigenvector is found and the role of eigenvector in 
NMA is discussed. The anharmonicity of interatomic potential can make eigenvector 
shift at finite temperature for the materials which satisfy the two conditions: contain 
multi-type atoms; exist at least one basis atom which has different interatomic forces 
connected. Compared with harmonic eigenvector, the anharmonic eigenvector takes into 
account the anharmonicity at finite temperature due to thermal expansion and represents 
the real interatomic interaction. In addition, the anharmonic eigenvector makes no 
difference to the total spectral energy density as well as harmonic eigenvector, due to the 
orthogonality. Nevertheless, for some cases the phonon frequencies of different branches 
  ) are very close, which makes the spectral energy density peaks for different 
polarizational branches are too close to be distinguished and thus the eigenvectors can 






CHAPTER 4. DEFECTIVE SILICON: INACCURACY OF THE MATTHIESSEN’S 
RULE 
 
4.1 Background and Motivation 
 
     Defective materials play an important role in the world due to their unique properties 
in thermal and thermoelectric management. The natural abundant grapheme (1.1% 
13
C) is 
found to have more than 30% reduction in thermal conductivity compared to pure 
graphene
62
. In thermoelectric materials, introducing impurities is one of the most popular 
ways to improve the figure of merit ZT
63-67
. This is due to the much shorter mean free 
path of phonons than that of electrons, so that the defect can help reduce thermal 
conductivity without significantly affecting electric conductivity. As the fast development 
of nanofabrication techniques in experiment
62-67
, a deep physical insight in phonon 
properties of defected materials becomes important and is required for further 
understanding and exploring novel materials and complex structures. 
     The common way to obtain the spectral phonon relaxation time   of defective 
materials is to combine the intrinsic 3-phonon scattering rate   
   and the defect scattering 
rate   
   by the Matthiessen’s (M’s) Rule       
     
   , where   
   and   
   are 
predicted by anharmonic lattice dynamics 
7-10, 48
 and Fermi’s Golden Rule (FGR) 44, 45, 













, etc. Nevertheless, three issues remain to be solved in this approach. First, 
ALD calculation only takes into account the 3-phonon scattering while leaving out the 
higher order perturbations. This may lead to discrepancy as was found by Turney et al. in 
bulk argon
48
. Second, the FGR accounting for the defect scattering rate derived by 
Tamura
44
 only works under certain conditions including that the defects are substitutional 
masses that do not change the bonds of the host lattice, and that the defects are point 
defects and randomly distributed. Last but not least, the M’s Rule is an empirical rule and 
to our best knowledge, has never been verified yet
73
. Ziman has pointed out the 
inaccuracy of the M’s Rule for both electrons and phonons by variational principle42. 
This discrepancy was also recently reported by Turney et al. and Luisier that the M’s rule 





Lindsay et al. noticed the strong interplay between anharmonic and isotope scattering for 
heavily doped beryllium-VI compounds
75
 and boron nitride
24
. Nevertheless, no 
systematic or explicit conclusions about the M’s Rule were provided. Thus our objective 
in this work is to 1) predict spectral phonon relaxation time, mean free path and thermal 
conductivity of defective materials without these three assumptions, 2) examine the 
accuracy of the common way and the validity of the M’s Rule. 
 
4.2 Simulation Setup 
 
     In this Chapter, we performed normal mode analysis
32, 36, 76
 based on molecular 






represents a phonon mode with wave vector   and dispersion branch  , ( , ). Since in 
this approach, both the intrinsic lattice anharmonicity and the extrinsic defect are treated 
as a perturbation to the phonon normal modes, this method does not depend on the 3-
phonon scattering, the FGR, or the M’s Rule. To verify the accuracy of this approach, we 
predict the thermal conductivity k from    based on Boltzmann Transport Equation (BTE) 
and compare with Green- Kubo method. To examine the M’s Rule , we implement NMA 
to obtain the intrinsic phonon relaxation time   
   and the total phonon relaxation time 
    in pure silicon and defective silicon, respectively.   
   is calculated from FGR under 
the certain conditions to validate this FGR formula by Tamura. 





C doped (Figure 4.1(c)) and mass doped (Figure 4.1(d)) silicon 
bulks at 300 K. Here the mass doping is to substitute some of the original Si atoms with 
arbitrary mass while keeping the bonds unchanged. The NMA and FGR relies on MD 





, respectively. We apply Tersoff potential
79
 to describe the interatomic 
interactions. The domain size and total simulation time are set as 8×8×8 and 10 ns to 
eliminate the size and time effects
57
 respectively. The timestep is set as Δt=0.5 fs to 
resolve all the phonon modes. From the simulation results, it is found that one defect only 
affects the motions of its nearest (2.3  ) and 2nd nearest (3.8  ) neighbors because of the 
approximate tight binding force in silicon. In our simulation, the defects are randomly 
distributed with the distance between each of the two defects being larger than 11   to 
ensure the defects do not influence each other. Three or more independent simulations are 






employ domain size of 96×96×96 to obtain results as accurately as possible, since Eq. 
(1.38) requires the evaluation of delta functions. 
 
 
Figure 4.1: The sketches of the lattice structures of doped silicon bulks. 
 
 
4.3 Spectral Phonon Relaxation Time of Defective Silicon 
 
     Figure 4.2 gives the results of TA phonon mode in [100] direction for 0.6% mass of M 
= 42 doped defective silicon at 300 K. Blue line and black line are impurity scattering 
rates calculated from FGR (Eq.(1.38)) and Klemen’s analytical model in LWA (Eq. 
(1.39)). We note that the impurity scattering rate obeys the     relation given by the 
LWA (Eq. (1.39)) for the phonon frequency below 1.5 THz. For higher frequency where 
phonon wavelength is shorter than 10 times of defect size the Rayleigh scattering model 
breaks down giving way to Mie scattering model and thus the frequency dependence 
fades gradually with increasing frequency (by Klemens 
3
). Consistently, we find in Figure 
4.2  dependence reduces to     and     gradually when frequency/wavelength 
increasing/decreasing to 3 THz/2nm and 5 THz/1 nm, respectively. Solid blue triangular 
is the intrinsic phonon scattering rate   






silicon. Within expectation,   
   exhibits much higher values than   
   because the 
impurity scattering is elastic scattering in which the initial phonon mode should have the 
same energy with the final mode while the intrinsic scattering can happen among the 
whole range of phonon modes. The most shocking thing is that this low impurity 
scattering rate causes a large enhancement in the total scattering rate     (solid red circle) 
which is about 40% higher than directly adding up   
     
   (open red circle). The 
invalidity of the M’s Rule may come from the interplay between impuritys cattering and 
3-phonon scattering.  
 
 







4.4 Thermal Conductivity of Defective Silicon 
 




C, and mass 
doped silicon bulks at 300 K as a function of mass ratio       calculated from different 
methods.   predicted by our NMA scheme [red solid circle] presents a great agreement 
with that by Green-Kubo method [solid green square], indicating that NMA is a good 
way to predict    of defective materials. For pristine silicon, where mass ratio equals 1, 
our Green-Kubo and NMA methods give   at 168.98±18.56 W/mK and 161 W/mK, 
respectively. They agree reasonably with experimental
60
 value 156 W/mK. We note that 
vacancy, C and Ge doped silicon bulks give much lower k than mass doped silicon due to 
the changes of bonds at defects as shown in Figure 4.1. By combining the intrinsic 
anharmonic scattering rate   
   obtained from NMA and impurity scattering rate   
   
obtained from FGR using the M’s Rule and a new rule  
 1/2 1/2 1/2i a  
    , (4.1) 
we predict k of mass doped silicon. We find the M’s rule and our new rule give upper and 
lower limit of the k [open circle and open square], respectively, as predicted in the 
previous text. The lower limit gives much better prediction than the upper limit especially 
in the range 1.5 to 2.5 of mass ratio. At the mass ratio of the Ge/Si, k predicted from the 
M’s Rule (67 W/mK) has large discrepancy with the real k of Ge-doped silicon (28 
W/mK). The discrepancy comes from two parts: The first is that FGR can only capture 
the scattering caused by the mass difference while ignoring the bond changes. This is 
reflected in the difference between mass doping (37 W/mK) [solid green square] and Ge-






because the M’s Rule does not take into account the coupling between defect scattering 
and intrinsic anharmonic scattering. This is reflected in the difference between the M’s 
Rule [open circle] and our new Rule [open square]       W/mK. 
 
 
Figure 4.3: The   of defective silicon bulks as a function of mass ratio       at 300 K. 
 
     Figure 4.4 shows   of vacancy and 73Ge doped silicon bulks as a function of defect 
concentration calculated from different methods. Our results for 
73
Ge doped silicon bulks 
predicted from the M’s Rule agrees well with Ref.70 from the common way based on First 
Principle method. We note that in the doping range of 0 1% the common way over-
predicts k of Ge doped silicon by a factor of 2   3. 77% of the discrepancy comes from 
using the M’s Rule while 23% comes from the shortcoming of FGR as described in the 
above paragraph at concentration of 0:6%. The over-prediction of k reaches to a factor of 






missing, making FGR much worse than for Ge doped Si in predicting defect scattering. 
We note that even for vacancy doping our NMA method gives excellent prediction of k 
[red solid circle] in the range of defect concentration we considered. When concentration 
increases to much higher than 1% our analysis may be not available since then the 
anharmonicity is so large that NMA and perturbation theory is not valid any more. 
 
 
Figure 4.4: The   of defective silicon bulks as a function of defect concentration at 300 K.  
 
     Accumulated k of pristine and 0.6%-vacancy-defected silicon bulks as a function of 
phonon mean free path is plotted in Figure 4.5. Our result of pristine silicon agrees 
reasonably with Ref.
57
. 80% of k for pristine and defective silicon bulks are contributed 
by phonons with mean free path under 103 nm and 50 nm, respectively. This roughly 













     To conclude, without the three assumptions (3-phonon scattering, FGR, the M’s Rule), 
our NMA scheme predicts the thermal properties of defective materials more accurately 
than the common way. The common way is found to over-predict the phonon relaxation 
time and thermal conductivity because 1) the M’s Rule does not take into account the 
coupling between anharmonic scattering and defect scattering mechanisms, and 2) the 
FGR does not capture the defect scattering caused by the bond change. Our finding 
agrees with Ziman’s prediction that the M’s Rule is not exactly true when several 
scattering mechanisms are going on at the same time. Our results provide important 
insight into the phonon transport in defective materials and are helpful in the future 
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